
What is my inventory position today, on any item? Where are we stocking out and how often? What are my delivery 
times? Why did we ship late? Do we have too much inventory in one location, not enough in another? What are my real 
supplier lead times? The answers can reveal underlying root causes that when resolved will improve supply chain 
performance. But these answers are elusive, often because data is locked up in your ERP and only accessible via limited 
reporting views or spreadsheets. Not having access to these answers means that problems reveal themselves only after 
it is too late and opportunities for improving process are overlooked further contributing to poor performance.

PROBLEM

Smart Operational Analytics (SOA) is a native web reporting platform that provides a fast, easily understood, current 
perspective on the state of your inventory, its performance against critical metrics, actual supplier lead times, 
opportunities to rebalance stocks across facilities, and help you uncover root causes to operational inefficiencies.

SOLUTION

Identify root causes of operational 
inefficiencies, benchmark service levels, 
and assess supplier performance with 
Smart Operational Analytics

WITH SMART OPERATIONAL ANALYTICS YOU CAN REALIZE…

BETTER SUPPLIER COLLABORATION

GREATER PROFITABILITY AND CONTROL

IMPROVED OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

REDUCED LEAD TIMES



CAPABILITIES AND BENEFITS

INVENTORY ANALYTICS 
INVENTORY VALUE
INVENTORY SEGMENTATION
INVENTORY CLASSIFICATION
TURNS
HOLDING & ORDERING COSTS
TREND METRICS OVER ANY TIME FRAME
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info@smartcorp.com
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www.smartcorp.com
WEB

+1 617 489 2743
PHONE

ABOUT US
Founded in 1984, Smart Software is a leading provider of enterprise demand forecasting, demand planning, and 
inventory optimization solutions. Today hundreds of organizations including global leaders and cutting edge small to 
medium businesses around the globe use our solutions to plan for demand, optimize inventory, and drive a more  fficient 

supply chain. Our mission is simple: provide analytical planning solutions that enable our customers to generate
a significant economic return for their business.

SUPPLIER ANALYSIS
SUPPLIER SERVICE LEVELS AND FILL RATES
COMPARATIVE LEAD TIME ANALYSIS
PLANNING VS. CALCULATED LEAD TIMES
RANK SUPPLIERS ACROSS METRICS
WEB ACCESS

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
SERVICE LEVELS & FILL RATES
TIME TO SHIP
# OUT OF STOCK EVENTS


